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Employee arrested on felony charge Date rape:
breaking
the silence
N
by Brian Sullivan
News editor

ineteen year-old James Joyner of
Avondale was charged with assault, aggravated menacing and
criminal trespassing after being arrested
by Chief of Safety and Security Michael
Couch on an outstanding felony warrant last Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the
Main Dining Room.
Joyner, who had just begun his first
day of work for Marriott Dining Services, was identified by Sylvia Bessegato,
director of Residence Life, as the suspect
wanted for a felony charge of receiving
stolen property. Bessegato said she was
made aware by Couch that the warrant
was out for Joyner's arrest and that he
was sought by the Office of Safety and
Security as a suspect in several on-campus crimes, including some break-ins
and thefts in the _past six months.

"I happened to walk into the cafeteria
and recognize the man," said Bessegato.
"He [Joyner) may very well have
wanted to work here for a reason other
than just employment."
The suspect clocked in for work at
3:17 p.m. when he was recognized by
Bessegato, according to Couch. Couch
was immediately alerted and proceeded
to the cafeteria with other officers to
confirm that he was the suspect and
make the arrest. According to Cincinnati Police reports, Joyner assaulted
Couch and threatened to kill Sgt. Daniel Quinn, safety officer. Quinn stated
in the report that Joyner said "he'd kill
me if he saw me out of uniform on the
street."
A hearing was held that afternoon for
the felony arrest and a $25,000 cash
bond was set. A second hearing was
held last Saturday for the three counts
of criminal trespassing, one count of as-

sault and one count of aggravated menacing. An additional $25,000 cash bond
was set as a result of this hearing.
The arraignment is set for March 6
for the felony charge, and an additional
arraignment is scheduled for March 8
for the on-campus charges with The
Honorable Judge Deirdra Hair presiding.
Joyner is being detained at the Hamilton
County Criminal Justice Center.
Joyner, who has had many aliases
and addresses, according to Couch, was
arrested and convicted for breaking and
entering into Schmidt Fieldhouse on
April 4, 1988.
The Office of Safety and Security is
investigating Joyner as the principal suspect in a computer theft from Elet Hall
on Feb. 11. Couch said that they are
trying fingerprint comparisons for a
possible link between Joyner and the
theft. "We are hoping to get a statement
out of him," he said.

Playboy columnist stirs controversy
by Anita Klausing
Calendar/Special Projects editor

the week." She feels SAC could have
found other spokespersons more qualified than he, and who are not affiliated
with Playboy.
In response to the lecture, Everywomon·;"a women's issues group at Xavier, will set up an information table outside the University Center Theatre,
where Petersen's lecture will be held.
The table will include informative pamphlets as well as Playboy magazines.
According to Chamberlin, the purpose
of the magazines is to show how they
exploit women.
Fer2uson said that Peterson was not

Whenever someone mentions the issue
of sex, the word "controversy" usually
is .muttered in the same breath. The
same goes for voices at Xavier.
S.E.X. Week (Sexual Exploration at
Xavier), sponsored by Student Activities
Council (SAC), has spurred controversy
despite its educational intent. The purpose behind having the week, according
to SAC, is to educate Xavier students
on different issues and aspects of sex.
"SAC is here to try new things," according to SAC member Charlie Sweeny.
"The week in general was an excellent
idea, something new, exciting, and diverse:'
by Jennifer Stark
Most of the controversy surrounds
News editor
two aspects of S.E.X. Week. The first
Student government elections, March
being SAC's decision to use the word
9 and 10, will be a new mix of student
"exploration" in the week's theme.
organization, a flurry of campaigning
According to SAC, the use of the
and an updated voting system, accordword "exploration" was supposed to
mean the investigation of sexuality so as ing to Sean Rhiney, chairman for the
Elections Board.
to better inform students. After considRhiney described the current outlook
ering changing the wording of the profor the upcoming elections.· "At this
motion, SAC elected not to "because of
time, we have two executive tickets runthe time factor,'' explained Betsy Ferguson, administrative vice president for the ning, 17 senators (for 13 positions), four
senior class officer tickets, two junior
Student Government Association.
tickets and four sophomore tickets.
The other controversial aspect of the
week is the fact that James Petersen, au- There are two tickets running for Residence Hall Council, and a possible
thor of "The Playboy Advisor" column
ticket for Commuter Council," Rhiney
will give a lecture this afternoon about
explained. "But it'll change by Friday."
sexuality. The lecture is "a candid lecFriday is the deadline for students to
ture on .Jove and sex in the '80s," said
Sweeny. Dave Coleman, director of Stu- turn applications for candidacy into the
Elections Board.
dent Activities, said that he finds PeterRhiney was appointed chairman by
sen's lecture "very informative, enlighten-·
Student
Government Association Presiing, and thought-provoking:' But the
, dent Dave Noll. Completing the board
main controversy surrounds his affiliation with Playboy magazine. ''The prob- are senior representative Kathi Lawrenz,
junior Lynn Beckham, sophomore Jack
lem is with his affiliation. We are havLangworthy and freshman Heather Duning him because of his experience, not
lap. The faculty representative is Rev.
for shock value," said Ferguson.
Bill King, S.J. and the administrative
MiMi Chamberlin, assistant director
representative is Patty Banks.
of Programs in Peace and Justice, said,
The election process itself will be
''The idea of S.E.X. Week is a good one
handled
differently this year, according
in that it will educate the individual and
to Rhiney, who did not like last .year's
the campus:' However, she said she has
a. problem wii:h SAC setting up Peterson system of hand-written ballots. "When I
found out it was done by hand with
as "the main educational component of

brought to Xavier because of his affilitation with Playboy, but for his experience. "SAC is not supporting Playboy,
we are supporting Peterson himself,'' she·
said. "Petersen is not here to demoralize
sex or make it into a recreation. SAC is
not .advocating sex:·
.
'The best defense is infor.mation," Ferguson said. All of the controversy has
been a direct result of misunderstanding
and, according to Ferguson and Sweeny,
SAC wants to emphasize that people
should come and listen to Petersen before deciding whether or not he is offensive or demoralizing.

SGA prepares for 1989-90 elections
checks," he explained, "I wanted to
change it. There was too much room to
cry foul, too much room for human error." Rhiney sought a simpler, more
straightforward method, and is discussing with the Hamilton County Board of
Elections the possibility of using voting
booths during the election. "It depends
on expenses and the availability of the
polling booths," he said.
A new addition to campaigning this
year is that students are· allowed to
campaign outside the Musketeer Inn.
This decision was made "to get better in
touch with commuters," said ·Rhiney. Executive ticket candidates are allowed fo
spend $125 on campaign material, senators $75, and class officers, Residence
Hall Council and Commuter Council
can spend $60, he said. Write-ins can
not campaign until March 9, while
other candidates can begin March 5, at
3 p.m.
Election times are 9:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
and 4-6 p.m., March 9, and 9:30 a.m.-2
p.m., March 10, in the University Center lobby. Weather permitting, another
polling station will be on the Mall in
front of Alter Hall, March 9. and 10,
9:30 a.m.-2 p.m. Students must have a
valid XUID with them to vote. Ballots
will be counted immediately following
the close of the polls, and the results
will be posted near the Information
Desk and on the Student Government
Association's office door.

by Shannon Fries
staff reporter
Cindy is at her first college party
and she's a little nervous. She has a
few drinks and begins talking to people more freely and she eventually
finds herself talking to an upperclassman named John. She is overwhelmed by the attention John gives
her. She opens up to him and they
talk for hours. It gets pretty late and
John offers Cindy a ride home. She
accepts. John walks Cindy to the
door of her dorm room. While she is
thanking him for the ride, John stops
her and begins to kiss her. He pulls
her into the room and proceeds to
force her to have sex with him.
Date Rape - this controversial
crime will be the topic of discussion
tomorrow at 3 p.m. in the Terrace
Room when the Student Activities
Council will sponsor "When Sex Becomes a Crime - Date/Acquaintance
Rape:'
The people involved-in· this controversial crime

kriow

each other. Some

may argue that the crime was .Cindy's fault for accepting the ride
·
home. Others may argue the crime
was John's fault for causing her physical and mental abuse simply because
Cindy agreed to the ride home.
"Another reason this crime is so
controversial is because 90 percent of
the women who are victims never report it," said Chief of Safety and Security Michael Couch. "Many women
wait to tell someone or seek help for
many years after the incident, if even
then."
Couch, who will be giving the
presentation, will show a film depicting acquaintance rape situations,
present skits with typical date rape
scenarios, discuss the major issues
concerning this crime and give students the opportunity to ask questions. According to Couch, the main
reason for this discussion is to educate students and· to reduce the possibility of date/acquaintance rape, especially on university campuses, since
52 percent of all college women have
experienced some form of sexual assault.
"In our department, over the last
six years, we have only investigated
three sexual impositions. Sexual imposition is sexual contact, not rape,
but both are violations of the law,"
said Couch. "Honesty, communication, respect and responsibility in a
relationship can help eliminate confusion and reduce the possibilities of
unwanted situations:'
According to Couch, making people more aware of the dangers in
seemingly innocent relationships will
cause some to think first. "Maybe
there is no real way to stop this or
any crime, but to stop hoping or
working on a solUtion is not the answer," he said.
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Television Center awarded grant
by Jennifer Stark
News editor
Xavier's Television Center and
PEI Associates, Inc., have been
awarded a $41, 900 grant to develop three video presentations
to communicate health risks to
the public. The video project,
granted by the Ohio Air Quality Development Authority, will
be used by the Ohio EPA and
the Ohio Department of
Health.
According to Xavier Television Center Director David
Smith, the production will begin in May and continue all
summer and into the 1989 fall
semester. ''The videos are de-

signed to communicate to the
public various issues and concepts dealing with environmental risk," he said. 'They will explain what kinds of pollution
put people at risk."
Approximately half of the
grant money will go to the television studio, according to
Smith. "It will be a big help [to
Xavier)." he said. "It does several things, such as giving realworld experience on production
to students and bringing money
into the TV center:' Students
working on the production will
be paid, said Smith, but staff
. members· will .not be paid anything· extra - that money will
be put back into .the center to

Inside eXclusive

maintain and upgrade equipment.
PEI will develop the technical
aspects for the videos under the
Air Authority grant, and communication objectives and audience markets will be determined
to specialize the health infonnation being presented. After research and analysis, scripts will
be· written and production will
be completed at the television
center.

Roommates needed
to share newly
renovated house .
Fully equipped
kitchen.
All utilities included.
10 min. from campus.
$175.00
791-6240 779-0111

Sr. Elaine . Wellinger, HeMe
compiled by Anne Kindt
staff reporter

Name: Sr. Elaine Wellinger, H.M.
Age: (approaching wisdom) .
Birthplace: Lakewood, Ohio
Occupation: director of University Ministry
Education: bachelor's degree from St. Louis University, and a
master's degree from· the University of Notre Dame
Family:· my mother lives in Lakewood and I· have one married sister
Hobbies: swimming, cross-stitching, walking in the woods,
creative cookery, and making things with my hands
Nickname: "Sister Mom"
Worst• Job: in the Notions Department at K-mart, I worked
there for two weeks, it was very boring
If I couldn't do what I'm doing now, I'd like to: be at another university working in campus ministry
Life has taught me: the way out of pain is through it and
that God really does love us
Favorite TV show: "Magnum P.I."i
Favorite Moyie: "Beaches"
'
Most important. trait in a person: caring, loving attitude
I'm a sucker for: peanut M&M's and Doritos
Best thing about Xavier: the marvelous people
Worst thing about Xavier: when people say they'll do something and they don't do it
When I'm angry, I: either swim or go to a shopping mall
and window shop
Worst habit: I plan things too close together and then I run
late
If I had to do it over, I'd: be a physician, maybe a psychiatrist
In high school, people thought that I: would be a success at .
what I wanted to do
If I were going to a desert island, ·I would take with me: a
pile of books, sun lotion, sun glasses and National Geographic magazines
If I could have dinner with anyone in history, it would be:
Terese of Avila
People would be surprised to know that I: was a cheerleader
during high school
My father always told me: "I love you"
My mother always told me: "Be careful" and "I love you"
Perfect evening: a relaxing dinner with a friend talking
If I were an automobile, I'd be: a Chevrolet that gets me
where I. need to go
I'd like my epitaph to read: Elaine Wellinger, M.S. - She
cared about people and went the extra mile

GefaPeace
of the Action
Save the whales.
No nukes.
Ban the bum.
Learn about
environmental issues,
work·· for.environmental
··rights; and· earn money
(it beats flipping
burgers!).
· Gr~enpeace Actions
'Cincmnati. Office=
. .iS now fillihg canvass
·. positions .. Full-time and
flexible. part-time
schedules available.
281-4242

$5,000-$10,000
Join
Generation
.Student Painting
and earn great money
during the summer. Be
your own boss and earn
·. up to $10,000 or more
while gaining valuable
business experience;
Managers NOW for info
and application
.Contact CP&P in the
University Center

XL150
ELECTRONIC
TYPEWITER

.

SJARJING AS LOW AS

Features
.
• Adjustable 8 line by BO character
liquid crystal display
· ~.Tutorial disk tor step-by-step
Instructions

$.139

Features
• Full. Une Co11ectfon .
• -WordEraser
• Auto Return
PLEASANT RIDGE
6100 Montgomery
631·6903

•·

.......

-

-

Dixie

HAMILTON
2690
Hwy.
163-3900

............

41

•

•

••

..

.. ..

..

DOWNTOWN
229 W.61h SI.
421-9030

..

......

-

......

...

-

-

·FLORENCE, KV
7216 Turtway
... 626·1333

............. -

........... · . - .....

MAIN OFFICE
9701 Reading
733-4141

.

DAYTON
23M Grange Hall
429·4673
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All Students Are Welcome To Attend An

O~l;N

1989

MEETING

XAVIER DIGEST RECIPESTAKES

WINNERS!

\/\tithJ3epresentatives From The

Nortti·: CentrCll Association
of Gcillege11 and ~udents

TUESDAY,. ~ARCH 7
4:15 PM
CBA4

To discuss concerns arid views about Xavier
University in general and the progress it ·has made
toward achieving its goals· as an ·institution.

TOBE SERVED

I. HILDE BEEBE
Swiss Corn Bake ................. Wed. Lunch
Scalloped Chicken & Potatoes ....... Fri. Dinner

2.DANLYNCH
Angelic BBQ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tues. Dinner
"Taste it and you'll think you're in heaven."
3. CYNllHA ALBY
Chicken Salad ..... : ......· . . . . . . Thur. Dinner

> > > 1-

.
,,,

~mott

''Iitin-Ijust
wasnt rubbing
wanted

The Xavier
Newswire Staff
would like to
congratulate

Eddie· to know
the score of
lastnights game.''

Brian Sullivan
on his
appointment as
the 1989-90
Editor in Chief
Good Luck,
Bnan.
. '

Go ahead and gloat. You can
. rub it in all the way to Chicago
with M&T Long Distance Service.
, . Besides, your best friend Eddie
.•· was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
. So give him a call. It cost's a
lot less than you think to let him
• know whos headed for the Playoffs.
·· Reach out and touch someone~
•.• · If yoi.Jtl like to know more about .
. A'I&T products and services, like
• International Calling and the AT&T
: Caro, call us at 1 800 222-0300.

Off Campus
H~using
• Walk to campus
•·Free heat
•Cable

•Parking
..
$245~00

and up

.Oxford Apts
·1o0i Dana Ave. ·
ea11 ·Rolando at
221·8714

·

•

AliaT

The right choice.

PERSPECTIVES
The Xavier Newswire
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Committee says nothing tangible to students
Last week, the Xavier Core
Committee, released a draft entitled "General Education at
Xavier University" to faculty
members and student "leaders."
The draft contains nothing that
could be consfrued as astounding. It is rather a rerelease, in
written form, of all the values
Xavier students have bought
into ever since each decided to
purchase a Xavier education.
The document is a mere academic mission statement which
does not explain the .need for
the review of our core curriculum which the committee has
spent a semester scrutinizing,
nor does it reveal any necessity
or real possibility for changes
in the core.
Essentially, the draft bypasses and avoids the tumult of
modem life which makes increasing demands of students all

over the globe. The document
communicates any practical deis in no way sensitive to
cision by the committee nor
change, it could have just as
communicates to students on a
easily been written in the late
practical level. Although there
19th century, when Xavier
were students on the commitopened as a university, as it
tee, it does not reflect any stuwas written today. Clearly,
dent input or any needs which
there is an important and valid
seem recognized by the students
stress on the scientific or critical themselves. The lack of real efexamination of all moral, sofort to smvey students for their
cial, cultural and technological
opinions about changes that
issues. Certainly, the document
could realistically impact on
calls for a general education
their lives and careers or any
"intended to round out or
effort to collect data reflecting
broaden the student by providstudent needs is obvious from
ing him or her with knowledge reading the document and notin many areas:' Yet, what. exing the way in which its conactly are the areas in which a
tents were distributed. Individstudent must be immersed in
ual students were not furnished
order to be well-rounded,
with copies. The committee sent
broadened and functioning in
them to all faculty members
today's society?
but only to specific student
The document is a laborious "leaders." Most reading this edidraft of the philosophy behind
torial will be surprised indeed
Xavier's education and neither
that the committee, which has
denying them the ample financial help to raise these
children, we are willfully
perpetuating their poverty.

Pro-choice
side should
be heard
I certainly see the need for
an organization such as Students for Life here at Xavier.
I also see a need for equal
representation. Should there
not also be a Students for·
Choice organization? I feel
the need to have both sides
of the story heard is necessary for us, as intelligent
adults, to make an informed
decision.
The Jesuit tradition, as it
has been presented to me,
has always welcomed the opportunity to completely educate at any cost. Why
should the abortion issue be
the exception 7 There is more
to Roe V. Wade than "killing
babies," as Right to Life advocates· would have us believe.
The implications of Roe V.
Wade, in 1973 and today,
are of a socioeconomic. nature. The moral questions.· at
hand are to be dealt . with at
an individual level, riot at .
the legislative or .judicial·· levels. The Supreme Court is
not faced with deciding
whether or not. abortion is
moral, they are to decide
whether or not a woman's
right ·to decide to have an
abortion is constitutional. No

more, no 'less.
The fact of the matter is
that the proposed reversal of
Roe V. Wade wil! profoundly
affect women in the lower
economic strata. of this country. Women with money
found doctors willing to perform abortions (both within
and outside the U.S.) before
Roe V. Wade and will continue to do so in its absence.
Don't be fooled. Illegalizing
something does not irradicate
the problem. Closing our
eyes will· not solve anything
- it may even make· things
worse. It puzzles me when I
hear conservatives/republicans espouse "Pro~Life" rhetoric out of one side of their
mouths and anti-welfare rhetoric out of the other. This

The implications of
Roe V. Wade, in 1973
and .today, are· of a
socioeconomic
nature; The rnoral
questions at hand are
to be dealt with at an
individual level, not
at the legislative or
judicial levels.
represents a.· dear contradiction of rhetoric and ostensible. goals ..:By denying
women in· poverty the. choice.
of abortion and theri 'further

Don't misunderstand me, I
think the Pro-Life advocates
truly believe in what they
are fighting for. I just think
that they need to ca,refully
1
.: look at all the factors involved. This is a dangerous
and inappropriate place for
tunnel vision. They need to
come to terms with the fact
that the vast majority of the
children will be born into
poverty or into situations
where they are not "wanted."
I would like to know why
Pro-Life advocates see it as
their social and moral responsibility to bring these
children into the world but
do not see the same responsibility to cloth and feed
them once they are here.
Nor do ·they espouse increasing educational programs,
clinics and other means toward helping to educate the
poor, an approach which
would .(ower the base pregnancy rate itself. I also. find
the Pro-Life tactics to be
contradictory and appalling.
They have reduced themselves to terrorism (at least
that's the only term I can
find to describe bombing
clinics). Does this follow the
philosophy of an organization called "Pro-Life?"
Finally, the reversal of Roe
V. Wade would have a dev~ ·
astating' effect on women's
struggle. for. equality. ·I resent
the government and the Pro~
Life organizaiton forcing .their·
way into .our private lives.
. Case in point; the Nancy
Kline story. Pro-Life's intru~ ·
sion was. uncalled fur and '
shameful· -'-- a dear violation
of civil and human rights.
•. So .you·· see ·there ·is ·more
to the abortion controversy
than meets the eye. Every
facet must be closely exam-

been critically examining the
core for a semester now, had
released anything at all.
And even if the committee
had bothered to provide students with the draft, it is written in a verbose, esoteric language which has little to say to
anyone working toward a diploma at Xavier University.
The Newswire staff does not
intend ·to belittle the committee's efforts. The draft certainly
has something important to say
about why a liberal education
is important, however, for a
semester's worth of work, one
would think this draft could
have been released· much earlier
or that the present draft would
contain tangible decisions. For
example, the committee could
have said something about what
aspects of a liberal education
should be stressed in today's
ined. The proposed reversal
of Roe V. Wade would
change the course of women's lives in this country and, I dare say, not for the
better.
-by Michelle D. Frutkin
and Chris King

Everywomon
·.opposed to
Playboy
speaker
We applaud the Student
Activities Council's efforts in
· organizing a week to "explore'' sexuality. However, we
question their judgement and
oppose their methods in
hosting James Petersen, 'The
Playboy Advisor:;
Although it is not the
most demeaning and explicit
of pornographic publications,
Playboy magazine nonetheless degrades women. Pornography is both a contributing cause and pervasive
symptom of a society that
exploits women, and thus
lessens· the value of and level

.world. · '''
The committee does mention
the importance .of ethical issues,
but what are some of the issues
that must be addressed by students? The committee could
have examined aspects of a liberal arts education and core
curriculum which are important
in today's society - such as
the language· requirement in
terms of today's more globalized
economy and culture.
It is our firm belief that the
committee should concentrate
on student needs and opinions
and come up with something
tangible and understandable to
the students in the near future.
After all, it is their lives that
are being ·affected and they ·are
the consumers of the decisions
which are being made, apparently, for them.
-staff editorial
of respect for all people.
Pornography plays a decisive role in sexual violence
against women and children.
Also it desensitizes us individually and collectively.
Pornography is loveless 'and
is an unhealthy portrayal of
sex.
Xavier University's commitment to a liberal arts environment of free and open
inquiry should not be misconstrued to support or promote pornography or persons who make their
livelihood through affiliation
with pornographic publications.
It is important to educate
ourselves about sexuality on
many dimensions - psychological, ethical, sociological
and physical. Publications
such as Playboy are inadequate and unhealthy sources
of information.
-signed by members of Everywomon: Pat Cramer, advisor, Gwendolen Moulton,
Mary Kay. Rehard, Shazia ,
Hanif, Kendra Moulton,
Katy Heins; Mimi Chamberlin, and Elaine Wellinger,
H.M.
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All concerned Xavier students
are encouraged to attend

"Beyond the Slogans"
an Issues and Ans'Wers Debate
of the Executive Ticket
candidates for the 1989-90
Student Government
Association elections
on

goes the Blockburn/McCofferty Trophy! This handsome trophy,
sponsored by Franklin Savings is awarded twice a season to the
winner of the Xavier University-University of Dayton basketball
games ... in honor of Tom Blackburn, former Head Basketball
Coach.of U.D. and Jim McCofferty, former Head Basketball Coach
and Athletic Director al X.U. The Blockburn/McCafferly Trophy has
become on exciting part of the great X. U. -U. D. rivalry that started in
1919. Now that the University of Dayton and Xavier University ore
both part of the Midwest Collegiate Conference (MCC) there will be
two games a season in this rivalry, home and home.
Come and enjoy the fun and the tradition ... when the Musketeers
meet the Flyers on Saturday, Mmch 4, al Cincinnati Gardens. It's
college basketball at its best. Be there!

~.~i
2000 Madison Road/321·0235
Valley Theatre Shopping Cenlor/761-1101
Promenade Shopping Center/851-0400.

Wecln•sday, March 8

111gg1 ~0c~~ 9P:~;~~~~32 ~gso

. . , ....

'

~~
..

fSIJC =• . .

· __

:·.:::::: ~•• \,,. ;

5119 Glenway/471-7300

at
3p:m~·
inthe

.

··~-

I

.University Center Theatre
SGA candidates 'Will be posed
questions concerning student
issues by a panel of
administration, faculty, staff
and students.

car and
truck rental

WEEKEND SPECIALS

Plymouth Sundance .

3 DAY PACKAGE
Sundance, or Similar
Starting from

4 DAY PACKAGE
Sundance, or Similar
Starting from

4500
Gas, taxes and optional coverages are additional.
Cars must be returned to renting location.

Attending the Debate could
. make your election· decisiop ·
eQier!·
*Cosponsored by The College Democrats and
The Xavier Newswire

6 Convenient Locations

For ·Information ·and Re$ervations

.
1

2.>

83-1166

I

DIV1$10N OF
CHRVSL[R MOTORS

lludgot leaturus quahty-buill .
proiJuc1s ol Ctrrysler Mo1ors and
01her lino cars.

L'H \'our Seai-1Chari(e

•e•.

l!!!!I&!

card at Sean Car and. ~
Truck Rental located
in moin B~di(et oftict>~. Car& Juck

=:..=..==Rental
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Players parent a bouncing bundlf! of laughter
.

.

mainly because of a lack of
with a totally unexpected outby Brian Sullivan
male
voices (there were two
of-wedlock
baby.
Jordan
and
News editor
men and six women which
Zimmer seemed ·to be made for
caused a lopsided vocal arMommy, wlwre do babies
each other as well as for the
rangement). In addition, the
come from? The Xavier Players
characters they portrayed.
level of excitement and morale
brought a baby into the world
Tom Hayward and Kathi Lawas low on the part of the enthat was not delivered by a
wrenz brought wonderful vocal
semble, and the dance numbers
stork or a doctor. This "baby"
performances to the musical in
lacked the necessary energy.
their portrayals of Alan and
was a product of obvious hard
The ensemble members seemed
work and dedication.
Arlene, the middle-aged couple
to come alive only at their solo
The ensemble effort of the
who were equally surprised to
lines or verses, particularly in
cast, wonderfully precise music,
learn of their expectancy.
'The Ladies Singing Their
a terrific script and marvelous
Jennifer Keith and Stephen
Song" and the "Birth Sequence:'
principal singing were what
Knotts were comical in their
Scene changes were laborimade the Players' spring musiparts as the couple frantically
ously long and distracted a
cal such a success. Producer/
attempting to overcome a fertilgreat deal from the quality of
Director Catherine Kuhlman, in
ity problem, while at the same
the set, as well as from the ather first year at Xavier, deserves time maintaining their sense of
tention span of the audience.
a round of applause for her lahumor.
bor to deliver such a beautiful
The biggest laughs came with However, the overall pace of
the production did overcome a
"Baby."
the much-awaited appearances
few of these mechanical probThe Players, like the characof Dr. Arthur Shriberg and Dr.
lems. Contributing to the pace
ters they portrayed, overcame
Robert Helmes as the "experiof the production off-stage were
many problems in their explora- enced" fathers explaining the
the efforts of Stage Manager Jution of the possibilities of properils of parenthood in "Fatherlie Driehaus and hard-working
ducing a quality musical. The
hood Blues:'
The orchestra, conducted by
production and running crews.
production stumbled over a pitHats off to the "techies" for
Norman Parr, was fabulous in
ifully small audition turnout,
keeping the show running at a
keeping the show's rhythm conwinter illnesses and a general
feeling of campus-apathy to
comfortable pace, with excellent
stant. The arrangements chosen
were very effective and the volbring in .packed audiences who
lighting and set construction.
ume was kept at a perfect level
thoroughly enjoyed "Baby:'
Aside from these few probEach performance was near caby positioning the orchestra belems, the production was very
pacity, and rightly so. The pro- hind an up-stage scrim.
smooth and put together well in
duction was excellent.
The only components missing all the right places. The birth
The brightest stars· in the mu- from the production were enof "Baby" was a fine way for
sical were E. Noelle Jordan and
thusiasm, excitement and an atThe Xavier Players to celebrate
Vincent E. Zimmer as the ·
20 years of entertaining Xavier
titude of prof~ssionalism. The
11 · .,
young couple trying to cope
University. "'
back-up ensemble was weak,

Greg Rust photo

Kathi Lawrenz, Jennifer Keith and Noelle Jordan deliglited audiences
dunng the Xavier.P/ayer's.p'foduction of "Baby."

Take 6 triumphs at Grammy's Newswire Top 10 list
by Missy Baker
Diversions editor
The Grammy Award-winning
group Take 6 was virtually unheard of before the six young
men took to the stage to receive their awards last Wednesday. The group walked away
with two of the three awards
they were nominated for: best
jazz vocal performance for a
duo or group for "Spread Love"
and best soul gospel, duo or
group, for their debut album
Take 6 (they were also nominated for best new artist).
The group's self-titled album·
on Warner Brothers' Reprise label .is a tremendous blend of
jazz, gospel and pop harmonies.
Their fresh, new sound is waking up listeners everywhere.
Finger snaps and "doo-wops"
are the only accompaniments to
their a cappella style. Coming
from strong church backgrounds, Take 6 is steeped in
gospel traditions, but with a
much more jazzy twist which
reveals the sophistication of the
Manhattan Transfer or the Nylons.
The sextet has been heralded
by some of the most influential
people in the music industry.
Quincy Jones, who wants to
collaborate with the band on
his next album project, said
'Take 6 is a group of some of
the finest human beings I've
ever had· the pleasure to meet.

They're spiritually centered,
they know who they are, and
that's why they've got it all together musically. They are the
epitome of the ultimate musicians-they arrange, hear and
sing all kinds of music. . . Simply put, they're bad!!!"
"For six people they have the
most amazing blend of harmonies," said Beach Boy member
Brian Wilson. Other fans of the
group include Anita Baker,
Lena Home, Clifton Davis of
"Amen," Sandi Patti, Stevie
Wonder, Whitney Houston, and
many more.
Fashionably attired in
WilliWear by WilliSmith, Take
6 appears on stage with six
lonely microphones and six spot
lights. Their harmonies fill any
setting with vocal purity. "Having six of us allows us to sing
full chords;' ·says the groups arranger Mark Kibble. When the
music begins, the audience
hears it all-the elements of a
tight jazz group complete with
percussion, a mellow bass and
a screaming horn section emanate from their voices.
listening to Take 6 may be
reminiscent of an urban streetcorner quartet, just a little more
complex. They have written
and performed a jingle for a
Levi's 501 commercial as well as
the theme to the new sit-com
"Murphy Brown."
Each member of Take 6 is
strongly rooted in music. One

of the group's founding members, Claude V. McKnight Ill,
is now director of the sextet
and co-producer of the Take 6
album. Kibble, also co-producer
of the album, is primarily responsible for the vocal pyrotechnics of Take 6. Mervyn
Warren, who now holds a masters degree in music theory is
the third co-producer of the album. Other members are Cedric Dent, David Thomas and
Alvin Chea.
While a few of the members
were planning to complete college degrees last year, they now
find it difficult to cram classwork between short European
tours and nationwide showcases.

by Kent George
Diversions editor

Top 10 Reasons I Attended Xavier Instead of UC.
10. Our cheerleaders say "please" when they want us to
stand up and cheer.
9. Because Terry the mailman knows my name.
8. I grew up without a dad and I've always wanted someone to call "father".
7. Because Norwood smells better than Corryville
6. Because SAC cares, and SGA doesn't want to do it without me.
5. It's gotta be the food.
4. The Newswire only comes out once a week.
3. I didn't care. I just didn't care.
2. UC doesn't have a Blue Blob.
1. Xavier has a better football team.

Grammy wrap-up
GRAMMY WINNERS
• Record of the year: "Don't
Worry, Be Happy;' Bobby
Mcferrin
• Album -of the year: Faith,
George Michael
• Song of the year: "Don't
Worry, Be Happy;' Bobby
Mcferrin
• New artist: Tracy Chapman
• Pop vocal, female: "Fast
Car," Tracy Chapman
• Pop vocal, male: "Don't
Worry, Be Happy," Bobby
Mcferrin

• Pop vocal, duo or group:
"Brazil," Manhattan Transfer
• Pop instrumental: "Close
Up,'' David Sanborn
• Rode vocal, female: "Tina
Live in Europe," Tina Turner
• Rode vocal, male: "Simply
Irresistable;' Robert Palmer
• Rock vocal, duo or group:
"Desire," U2
• Rock instrumental: "Blues
for Salvador," Carlos Santana
e Hard-rock/metal vocal or
instrumental: "Crest of a
Knave," Jethro Tull

• Country vocal collaboration: "Crying," Roy Orbison
and k.d. Jang
• Music video: "Where the
Streets Have No Name," U2
• Concept music video: "I'm
Fat," 'Weird Al" Yankovic
• AJbum package: Tired of
the Running, O'Kanes
• AJbum notes: Crossroad,
Eric Clapton
• Historical album: Crossroad, Eric Clapton
• ·Engineered recording (nonclassical): Roll With It, Steve
Win wood
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Eastwood celebrates jazz great as 'Bird' soars
by John Defoor
contributing writer

Okay! So this movie is too
long (163 minutes), but it is a
· most compelling labor of love
by Clint Eastwood about Charlie "Yardbird" Parker, one of
the giants in all of jazz history,
with the long-deceased legend

some historical chronology and
components in certain superficial ways (utilizing a similar
brand of poetic license which
made Amadeus such a glorious
tribute to "Wolfie" Mozart) but
it is, according to most critics,
"the most honest jazz movie
ever created.'' And with the relatively recent release of some

Charlie "Bird" Parker receives the adulation of the French public
during an appearance with Benny Tate (Jason Bernard) in Paris in
"Bird."

himself performing (by the miracle of modem audio technology) the very solos which made
him the most influential jazz inovator of his time.
Okay! So this movie alters

creative and persuasive cinematic excursions into the realm
of authentic jazz appreciation
(like "Cotton Club" and "Round
Midnight") that label of honest
jazz movie assumes an implica-

tion of tangible credibility that
should summon all music lovers, jazz aficionados and just
plain be-boppers to witness and
savor this unique jazz celebration which Clint Eastwood has
nurtured, prepared and created
for our (as well as his own)
delight and edification! It's
"close enough for jazz" as the
expression goes, so who counts
a few factual flaws?
Warning! Director Eastwood
is absolutely captivated by jazz
in general, and the Crown
Prince of Be-Bop in particular
and it shows! After an eclectically entertaining and capriciously diverse career of movie
madness, the perpetrator of
"Dirty Harry" and "Rowdy
Yates" has perhaps achieved his
finest cinematic moment with
the utilization of a symbolic
gesture which recurs throughout
the film; a flying cymbal becomes· the "idee fixe" for Parker's troubled destiny and it is
only one of many artistically
mature and skillful conceits that
may eventually qualify this film
as a masterpiece. The acting of
Forest Whitaker (as Bird), Diane Verona (as Bird's last wife,
Chan) and Samual E. Wright
(as trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie) is

exceptional and sometimes
astounding. Expect honesty, remarkable accuracy, some necessary condensation and impressionistic cohesiveness, plus
evocations of dramatic ingenuity.

And oh yes - Watch out for
flying cymbals!
"Bird" is playing through
Thursday at The Movies Repretory Cinema, downtown. Call
381-FILM for showtimes.

Char/ie"Bird" Parker (Forest Whitaker) and Chan Richardson (Diane
Venora) as he leaves to go on tour in "Bird."

----Bar eXam---~

A Great Part-time Job
for Resume
International market research
company .is looking for bright,
mature, dependable individuals
to conduct phone interviews.
No selling.
$5/hr., 3 shifts
BMSA Corp., Springdale
825-9500

Longworth's
by Missy Baker
Diversions editor

It may seem like just another bar, but there's a lot
more to Longworth's than
meets the eye.
Located at 1108 St. Gregory, this Mt. Adams restaurant, bar, garden and night
club is named after Nicholas
Longworth, Cincinnati's first
millionaire. The downstairs
bar reflects that ritzy image
in a cozy fashion from the
ornate bar _to the portrait of
Longworth in his later years

which nests above the mantle
of the fireplace.
Longworth once owned
the land which is now most
of Mt. Adams and Eden
Park. He cultivated the land
himself and his vineyards became world reknown.
Known as the father of US
champaigne, Longworth's
wines were immortalized in
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's "Catawba Wine.''
The upstairs ·bar, appropriately named Nick's Champagne Club, is bubbling
with excitement ~dnesday

through Saturday nights. The
Modulators, a Cincinnati
band, get things started on
Wednesday and Thursday
nights. Dance music keeps
the fires burning on Friday
and Saturday nights. The decor is more rustic on the second floor and offers a casual
atmosphere and bar setting.
Whether you're looking for
an intimate outing or the excitement of Nick's Champagne Club, Longworth's
provides the perfect evening
in an historical atmosphere.

Taft T·heatre
CINCINNATI

WXIX·CINCINNATI
PRESENTS

"An Outspoken
Evening with

MORTON
DOWNEY, JR.!"
Saturday, March 25
Tickets available al: All Ticketron Outlets
or charge by phone al Telelron 621-11 IO or
800-225-7337.

MARCH
TUESDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY

WEDNESDAY

.- S.E

.1.

1

SAC: James Peterson, The
~~cz~oy Advisor lecture
3
University Center Theatre
$1 with XUID, $2 without

1

Peace and Justice:
panel discussion
"Alternatives to the Playboy
Philosophy"
Hearth Room
S p.m.

Art on display
Xavier University Galleries
will be showing works by Bo
Burkhart, Beth Egbers and
Amy Kappes, beginning today
through March 15, at the
Cohen Center. The show ineludes works of wood sculp~ures made ou~ of whit~ pine,
images ana suites of pnnts
done in the intaglio process,
and pottery in the tradition of
' A
h
NatIVe
merican tee niques.
For more information, _please
call Karen Boeddeker at
745-3811.
1

5

Lenten Talk
Rev. Ben Urmston, S.J.
Faculty Dining Room
10-11 a.m.

~

Peace and Justice:
Earthbread's Veg-Out Meal
Dorothy Day House
S p.m.

6

I

re-Law Sodety /B;ology Club
p "The Problems and
.
Precautions
involved with Medical
Malpractice
and its Legal Implications"
7 p.m. - location TBA

/

Classical Piano Series
Leslie Howard
University Center Theatre
2:30 p.m.

Men's Baseball

,

13

a·

c

International
Women's Day

Wednesday Jump Start
Dave Wopat "Solo in name
only"
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m.-

~d~n~niv~s~::n.

12
.

.

.

·.

Jazz Concert
Steve Schmidt, Shirley
Jester, Woody Evans
Universtiy Center Theatre
7:30 p.m. .

SGA meeting
CBA 4
2:30 p.m.

14

15

SAC:
Pre-Spring Break party
Roger Manning
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m.

Everywomon meeting
Loyola House
4 p.m.

1

Fund Drive Information
meeting·

wvxu

6:30 p.m.

+------------+----------

,__ _ _ _ _.....;.....;_.....__ _ _.___..._____

1
9

Volunteer your time
Have some extra time on
your hands? Interested in helping others? Volunteers are always needed for the following
programs: Peaslee Homework
Room, Monday-Thursday, 24:30 p.m.; Restoc, to rehabilitate housing downtown, Saturdays, 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m.; and
St. Francis Seraph Soup
Kitchen, Mondays or Fridays, . .
4-6:30 p.m. For more information on these and other volunteer opportunities, call MiMi
Chamberlin· at the Dorothy
Day House at 734-3046.

Palm Sunday

20

SGA meeting
CBA 4
2:30 p.m.

Classic Piano· Series
John O'Connor
University Center Theatre
·
2:30 p.m.

26
· ·

21
.
28 29
Classes Resume

Easter

275Ac
I
·

Welcome Back Party
"Show us your tan"
Down Under
location and time TBA

·... ·
· · ..

Earthbread's Veg-Out Meal
Dorothy Day House
S p.m.
SAC:
,.
· "Jumpstart Your Heart"
•
Volunteer for the United
'Way
Down Under - 9 p.in.
Wednesday Jump Start
TBA
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m.

..... '

.RCH 1989
2
3

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

S.E.X. Week -

<--

I

SAC: James Peterson, The
Playboy Advisor lecture

Sexual Exploration at Xavier

->

I

SAC/Safety and Security:

3 p.m.
University Center Theatre
$1 with XUID, $2 without
Peace and Justice:

TGIF Party
DownUnder
3-6 p.m.

SAC:

<-

I

Wednesday Jump Start
Dave Wopat "Solo in name
only"
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m.-

<-

11

MCC Basketball Tournament --.
University of Dayton
TBA

Spring Break!!!!!!!!! --.

1·7
I

5

16

~;;.

"When Swing Was King"
Dance
Main Dining Hall
9 p.m.-1 a.m.
$5 in advance, $6 at door

Amnesty International Meeting
Dorothy Day House

10pm

<-

SAC Classic Movie Series
"Rear Window"
Kelley Auditorium
7:30 p.m.
$1 admission

SGA Elections --.

Pax Christi's Video Series
"The Tin Drum"
Dorothy Day House
3:30 p.m.

9

4

S.E.X. Week Party
'The Remains"
Main Dining Hall
9 p.m.-1 a.m.
$1 with XUID, $2 without

Creative Dating workshop
Dave Coleman
Terrace Room - 7 p.m.

Peace and Justice:
Earthbread's Veg-Out Meal
Dorothy Day House
5 p.rn.
International
Women's Day

Death Penalty Discussion
and Video
Dorothy Day House
2 p.m.

"When Sex Becomes a
Crime"_
.
Date/Acquaintance Rape
Terrace Room - 3 p.m.

panel discussion
"Alternatives to the Playboy
Philosophy"
Hearth Room
5 p.m.

SATURDAY

St.

Pam~·, Day

CBA Workshop
GMAT preparation
workshop
CBA - 8:30 a.m.
$30 fee
Fund Drive Information
meeting

wvxu

2 and 4 p.m.

Men's Baseball
Wright State University
Gardens - 2 p.m.

18

Fund Drive Information
meeting·

wvxu

6:30 p.m.

Holy Thursday

24

Earthbread's Veg-Out Meal
Dorothy Day House
5 p.m.

"Jumpstart Your Heart"
SAC:
Vo~~~eer for the United
DownUnder -

30 31

9 p.m.

Wednesday Jump Start
TBA
DownUnder - 9:30 p.m.

Peace and Justice:
"Central America"
Fishbowl Discussion
Dorothy Day House
3:30 p.m.

Good Friday

25

Peace and Justice: .
"Way of the Cross,
Way of Justice"·
Fountain Square
noon

Amnesty International
Dorothy Day House
2 p.m.

'The Modulators"
Main Dining Hall
9 p.m.-1 a.m.
$1 with XUID, $2 without

Holy Saturday

Volunteer at Parish (Soup)
Kitchen
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Get in the "swing" of things
"When Swing Was King:'
an annual dance featuring
Xavier's Big Band, will be held
Saturday, March 4, in the
Main Dining Room, from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission is
$5 in advance; $6 at the door.
For more information or reservations, call ·745-3454, or
Chris Rotsching at 761-1266.
Debate challenge
Having trouble deciding
which Student Government
ticket to vote ·for? Interested in
making sure you elect competent student leaders to represent your concerns in Student
Government? Want to learn
more about student issues on
campus? Attend the Student
Government Executive Ticket
Debate on Wednesday, March
8 at 3 p.m. in the University
Center Theatre. The debate is
cosponsored by The College·
Democrats and The Xavier
Newswire.· Attending the debate could make your ·election
choice easier.
Muskie alumni receptions
The Xavier University's
Alumni Association is inviting
everyone to attend their Annual Midwestern Collegiate
Conference Tournament receptions in Dayton, Ohio. The
receptions will be held March
9 and 10, immediately following the games at the Holiday
Inn-Dayton Mall, 7999 Prestige Plaza Drive, Miamisburg,·
Ohio.
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XAVIER UNIVERSITY
1989 SUMMER STUDY ABROAD
AUSTRIA
COLOMBIA
ENGLAND
FRANCE
IRELAND
JAPAN

Sugar 'n' Spice

OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. • 3 P.M.
Daily Luncheon Specials
lr:icluding Vegetables
Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, .creative sandwiches,
•.
homemade cheesecake,
and much, much more!

('j/jj_}Y

SPAIN

~)
.
-- A Cincinnati tradition since 1941

Hwnanities, Business, Social Science courses and other
fields taught in English. Modern Languages.

.\J/l 1 Reading Rd. (betwe;:n Tennessee Ave. & Victory Parkway
Across from Natorp's

FOR INFORMATION:

Cmc1nn<111 Magazme·s 1984 Best Breakfas1 Award.

Xavier Universitv, Romero Center,
Cincimmti, ·Ohio 45207 ·
Telephone 800-745-3712

Adeknse

against cancer .
c~ be CO<?~dup
m your kitchen.
There is evidence
that diet and cancer
are related. Some
foods may promote
cancer, while others max ;.,, .
.,.,
protect you from it.
· )·~~~"
Foods related to low.ering the risk of cancer
of the larynx and esoph- .
agus all have high
amounts of carotene, a
form of Vitamin A
which is in cantaloupes, peaches, broccoli, spinach, all dark
green leafy vegetables, sweet potatoes,
carrots, pumpkin,
winter squash, and
tomatoes, citrus fruits and
brussels sprouts.
Foods that may help reduce the
risk of gastrointestinal and respiratory tract cancer are cabbage,
broccoli, brussets sprouts, kohlrabi, cauliflower.
Fruits, vegetables and whole~·, grain cereals such as oat,.,_.,
- ·,, meal, bran and wheat
· may help lower the
risk of colon.:ctal .·.
cancer.
Foods high in fats,
. salt-. or nitrite-cured
foods such as ham,
and fish and types of
sausages smoked by traditional
methods should be eaten in
moderation.
Be moderate in consumption
of alcohol also.
A good rule of thumb is cut
clown on fat and don't be fat.
Weight reduction
mav lower cancer
risk. Our 12-vear
study of 11ea1'.ly a
million Americans
uncovered high
cancer risks particularly among people .· .1 '·
40'.V., or more overweight.'
Now, mor'e than ever, we
know you can cook up your
own defense againsc cancer. So
eat healthy and be health}:
No one faces
'··

.cancer alone.

'AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY·~

Minutes from Xavier Un1vers1ty, Reasonable prices!

242·3521

RADIOACTIVE CATS,

Dou BLE Lu NAR DOGS. IF YOU WERE A RADIOACTIVE CAT,

WHERE WOULD YOU GLOW? AT THE ART MUSEUM, SURELY.You'D SHINE WITH THE

LIKES OF SUN TUNNELS, PANTHERBURN, AUGUST. LEAVING TH!:: TWENTIETH CENTURY, YOU'D BE OFF TO VISIT

EXOTIC VISTAS AND FARAWAY LANDS WHERE

SHANTY STANDS TALL, VIDEO RUNS

ITS WINGS, MULTI-FOLD, OVERHEAD.

You'D SHI FT PERSPECTIVES WITH TENT, RooF, FLOOR, CARPET; SHARE FRI EN DL Y EXCHANGE WITH A HORSE.

PRANCING INTO

100 BOOTS, TRAVELLING WITH

LOVE FROM A TO

B. YOU'D STOP

' TO EXPLORE HERE-POSSIBLY IN MICHIGAN?-AND THERE-WINTERGARDEN?-

i

LOOK. Ir's SHARKEY's DAY. STRETCHED SILVERY SPLENDID SINGING ALL AROUND,

1r's YOURS.0

WOMEN

ARTISTS

Move

1,.NTO

TOUR THE CINCINNATI ART MUSEUM'S SPECIAL EXHIBITIO/\J OF

THE

MAINSTREAM

150 WORKS

BY

1970-85

87 ARTISTS WHO'vE GIVEN

, THE ART

Eden Park/513-721-5204
THROUGH APRIL

2. SMALL MUSEUM

Restaurant

ENTRANCE FEE EVERY DAY BUT SATURDAY.

MAIDENFORM, INC.
"~I Their Mark" and its national tour have been made

possible by Maidentorm, Inc.

'~ 1989, Cincinnati Art

Museum.
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1. Buy a Macintosh.
___ )

2. Add a peripheral.
·'
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3. Get a nice, fatcheck.
Now through March 31, when you buy selected Macintosh' SE or Macintosh II computers, you'll get
a rebate tor up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple~ peripherals you add on -so you'll save up to $800.
Ask tor details today where computers are sold on campus.

Apple Pays Half·

J. Richard Harris
Coordinator of Academic Computing
\:t\'il·r l'11in·rsity. ~ .• ;. lt)XO
<O 19119 Apple Ctm1p111er. Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, 11111/ .lltuinlaw att• n:gislmvl 1n11/mu1ri<1· ofApple Com/111/er. Inc. Cl.'rl11in f'f!S/nL'lions npp(J! All rt'!Jdies suhjit·/ 10 strict co111plu111ce

uith l/Jto Ttmi.· 11111/ Co1ulilio11s of/he ·~pple itv~ lltlif' f'rv/lmm Guideli11es, 111·aiklhlefaim your t1U/horizfil Apple reseller Offer will ubere prOOihiletl by law.
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Muskies see deja vu of.1984 se~son
by Mike Pfiester
Sports editor

Head coach Larry Redwine
has seen it before. In fact, the
1989 version of Musketeer baseball looks all too familiar.
In Redwine's first full season
as Xavier's coach in 1984, he
inherited a team that finished
third in the Northern Division
the previous year. To make
matters worse, he only had
three returning starters. But after struggling early, Xavier surprised everyone by capturing
the Northern Division title and
Redwine was named ''Midwestern City Conference" Coach of
the Year.
In 1989, Redwine is faced
with the same dilemna. The
Muskies finished a disappointing third in the Midwestern
Collegiate Conference (MCC)
Northern Division last season.
Furthermore, only three starters
return. It's no wonder Redwine
is experiencing an odd sense of
deja vu.
After what he termed as "the
best recruiting year in school
history,'' Redwine believes Xavier can climb back to the top.
And why not? The Xavier Musketeers have won the Northern
Division title three out of the
last five years, including a
school record 32 victories in
1987.

As was the case in 1984, this
season is also a rebuilding year,
and it remains to be seen
whether or not the Muskies will
finish as they did in '84 - in
first place. Yet if Xavier is to
get back in the hunt, several
key questions must be answered
this season.
• First of all, this year's le.am
needs to find the necessary
leadership and experience to
bolster the confidence of the
young players. The Muskies
lost four starters to graduation,
including junior pitcher Dave
Goodwin, who was drafted
into the minor-league farm system of the Chicago Cubs.
·Only· three returning starters
return to provide this leadership
- senior pitcher and first baseman Scott Gordon, junior second baseman Pat Smith and
junior centerfielder Mike Macaitis.
• The Muskies also need to
find an answer to last year's inability to hit in the dutch.
"Last year ·we didn't have the
people who wanted to be at the
plate when the game was on
the line," said Redwine. "We
lost 12-14 games with the winning runs on base."
• Although hitting helps;
most managers will tell you
that good pitching will usually
beat good hitting. After losing
two starters from last year's
staff, the Muskies are faced
with having to rely on two
. freshman out of a six-man rotation.
"We can take any of our six
pitchers and on any given day

they could be number 1 or
number 6,'' explained Redwine.
"That's going to be a problem
for us. Right now I don't see
anyone as being a stand-out
pitcher. I. think we have as
much talent as any pitching
staff we've had here, but do
they have the heart, the desire
and the will power? That's the
question:'
• Injuries or lack thereof, are
obviously another key to any ·
successful season. Going into
the 1989 season, only senior
pitcher Don Engel and sophomore catcher Kevin Toohig are
experiencing difficulties. Engel is
coming off shoulder surgery
two years ago and Toohig is
having arm trouble. The Muskies need to remain healthy to
battle pre-season favorites
Evansville and Notre Dame.
• Scheduling is another key
in building a winning season.
Last year, the Muskies played
their first seven games on the
road in Georgia and Florida
only to come away with a losing road trip that shattered
team confidence.
Said Redwine, "You need to
make a spring trip for the battle of recruiting. The key is to
play some games before going
to Florida. If we can come back
around .500 playing well, then
we can build the confidence of
our young guys, and we'll .be
tough to beat:'
Yet, this year's squad also has
several strengths that could be
answers to some of these questions.
• According to Redwine,
team speed will play a major
factor if Xavier is to have a
successful 1989 season.
"We have twice as. much
speed as any team I've ever
coached and that includes the
1987 team ranked seventh in
the country in stolen bases with
148. We. have some guys who
can flat-out fly."
"A key role in our success
this season is how well we can
control the .action on the basepaths," Redwine said. "We're
going to be a team of role
players. Defensively, we could
be as strong as any team I've
had. If a fly ball has a humpback on it, we should catch it:'
• Depth should be a strength
as well this season. The Muskies have 12 freshman on this
year's roster, many of which are
expected to play a prominent
role early.
"We are lacking seasoned superstars more than we're. lacking depth. Overall, we have
more physical talent then· any
team I've had. It's just a matter
of who's ready to win the mental battle," said Redwine.
The following is an analysis
of this year's squad by position:
PITCHING - The starting
rotation includes six pitchers
with five right-handers and one
left-hander. Co-captains Gordon
and Engel are the only seniors
on the staff. Engel has an 11-6

Grog Rust photo· ·

The 1989 Xavier baseball team

career record while Gordon has
17 career saves leading Xavier

the last three seasons in that
category; Gordon has an excellent fastball and will also be
used in relief.
Juniors Jeff Rumpke and Bill
Wittich look to strengthen the
rotation this year. Rulnpke
mixes a good curve with a
lively fastball and Wittich is the
only left-hander in the rotation.
Freshmen 'IR. O'Brien and·
Brian Burdasz ·round. out the
rest of the starters. O'Brien, a
MC:Nicholas graduate, was . ·.
named· "AX' Player oLthe Year
by the Cintinnati Post.
Left-handed ·sophomore Scott
Tanguay will be the ace in the
bull-pen this season. His
strength lies in challenging hitters with his ·fastball. Freshmen
Dick Hoffbauer and Mike .
Maxey will be counted on for
middle-relief.
FIRST BASE - ·When he's
not pitching, Gordon will :have
the nod at this· position and bat
fourth. Last season, he finished
first on the team with a .434
on-base percentage; led with
nine homers as •the .team's only
legitimate power hitter and finished third with a ,310 batting
average. Freshman Matt· Griffin
will• play· first when Gordon
pitches.
SECOND BASE - As a returning starter, >Smith has the
edge at second .. He:was a FirstTeam All-MCC selection last
year· leading the team with a
.343. average;. 69 .·hits, 27 stolen
bases ·and •finished second with
32 runs scored and 11 doubles.
Junior Bill Angel and freshman
Eric Antoszewski will see ·action
also. Smith will bat third in the
line-up.
.
SHORTSTOP - Highly regarded freshman Steve Plitt is
expected to contribute early and
play every game. he is physically able to as the Muskies

lack depth at this position.
.306 average. Macaitis will lead
THIRD BASE - Freshman
off.
John Gardon is expected to
Sophomore Brian Davis is exstart at third with another
pected fo play leftfield with his
freshman Antoszewski battling
speed and defensive abilities. He
for the spot. Along with the
will also bat second in the lineoutfield, third base is the ·bigup. At rightfield, sophomore
Phil Serghini has the edge with
gest dogfight.
. CATCHER - Junior Pat Ma- his speed and size. The bench
includes Angel as a reliable
hon is expected to be the starting catche·r because of his exfielder and good hitter. Junior
transfer Eddie Flueck will see
perience. Yet, Toohig and
freshman sensation Bill Rockaction as. the designated hitter.
and will bat fifth as he displays ·
well will see action, especially
occasional power.
in .double-headers.
"Pick us third in our ·diviOUTFIELD - As another resion,'' said Redwine. "But don't
turning starter, Macaitis is exbe shocked if we win the conpected to start at centerfield
. ference. If we have some early
with his speed. He was a Secsuccess; this team could be outond-Team. All-MCC selection
and led. the team in triples with
standing. If we slump early,
this could be· a disappointing
five, was second with 20 stolen
bases and was· fourth with a
season."
1989 XAVIER UNIVERSITY BASEBALL SCHEDULE

1

,

Date.,
Opponent
Site
Wed.,
Mar. 1
Northern Kentucky
HOME
Sat.,
Mar. 4
Miami of Ohio
Away
Sun.,
Mar. 5
Morehead State (2)
Away
Sat.,
Mar. 11
Wright State (2)
HOME
Toledo
HOME
Sat.,
Mar. 11
Sun.,
Mar. 12
Akron
HOME
Toledo
HOME
Sun.,
Mar. 12
South Florida#
Away
Thur.,
Mar. 16
Tampa#
Away
Fri.,
Mar. 'J7
Sat.,
Mar. 18
Central Florida#
Away
Sat.,
Mar. 18
Indiana#
Neutral
Sun.,
Mar. 19
St. Xavier (Chicago)#
Neutral
Maryland-Baltimore City#
Neutral
Mon.,
Mar. 20
Tues.,
Mar. 21
StetscinH
Away
Southwest Missouri#
Neutral
Wed.,
Mar. 22
Iowa#
Neutral
Thur.,
Mar. 23
South.Carolina
Away
Fri.,
Mar. 24
Away
Mon.,
Mar. 27
Indiana State (2)
Western Kentucky (2)
Away
Tues.,
Mar. 28
Fri.,
Mar. ·31
Toledo
HOME
Sat.,
Apr. 1
Akron
Away
Sun.,
Apr. 2
Akron
Away
Tues.,
Apr. 4
Ohio (2)
HOME
HOME
Wed.,
Apr. 5
Eastern Kentucky (2)
Sat.,
Apr. 8
Notre Dame (2)
HOME
Sun.,
Apr. 9
Notre Dame (2)
HOME
Butler (2)
HOME
Tues.,
Apr. 11
Kentucky
Away
Wed.,
Apr. 12
Detroit (2)
Away
Sat.,
Apr. 15
Detroit (2)
Away
Sun.,
Apr. 16
Cincinnati
Away
Tues.,
Apr. 18
Cincinnati
HOME
Wed..
Apr. 19
Dayton (2)
HOME
Sat.,
Apr. 22
Dayton (2)
Away
Sun.,
Apr. 23
Wright State (2)
Away
Thur.,
Apr. 27
Notre Dame (2)
Away
Sat.,
Apr. 29
Notre Dame (2)
Sun.,
Apr. 30
Away
Fri.,
May 5
Dayton (2)
Away
Sat.,
May 6
Dayton (2)
HOME
Wefitern Kentucky
HOME
Tues.,
May 9
Wed.,
May 10
Western Kentucky
..
HOME
Sat.,
May 13
Detroit (2) .
HOME
Sun.,
May 14
Detroit (2)
.
HOME
Midwestern .Collegiate Conference Tournament at Notre Dame. Dates and
announced. .
,. .
H - Spring Trip to Florida.
·
' - All home baseball games are played at Hayden Field.
(2) - Doubleheader
All times are Eastern Standard Time.

Time
2 p.m.
noon
1 p.m.
11 a.m.
4 p.m.
l1 a.m.
4 p.m.
7 p.m.
3 p.m.
1 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA
TBA
3 p.m.
TBA
7:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m.
noon
noon
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
noon
noon
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
noon
1 p.m.
2 p.m.
noon
noon
1 p.m.
noon
4 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
noon
times to be

I:
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Coaches play important role in successful year
,·. ~,";.

by Rob Burnside
staff reporter

..··

Division chaitlps the following
season and tied' the former
school record for wins with 30.
In that season,- the 30th ,win
came against ·powerful .Oral
Roberts, ranked' eighth' in the
country at that time. In 1986,
the Muskies slipped to second
in the Northern Division but recovered in 1987 to win the division title and post a new
school record with 32 wins. After the '87 season, coach Redwine was named Co-Coach of
the Year. Last year, Xavier
struggled a bit, suffering their
first losing season during the
Redwine era, but looks to
bounce back this season.
Despite all of the success he
has enjoyed on the field, Redwine hasn't forgotten to take
care of many matters off of the
baseball field. He stresses education as many of his players
often appear on the Dean's List.
One-hundred percent of his former players have graduated or
are pursuing their degrees.
Redw.ine has also been a big
part of rebuilding Hayden ·Field,
the Musketeers home facility.
Improvements made during ·his
tenure as. coach include a resurfaced infield, a gravel warning
track, a wooden home run wall
and ·a state-of-the-art sprinkler
system.
But he doesn't just limit his
time to Xavier. He also coaches
the Midland Cardinals, a team
for ;ls-··and ·16-year old ·boys..
He has compiled a 518-142 rec.ord coaching youth teams and

As the upcoming base.ball .
season is upon us, the !)pti~
mism level is growing h'igher.
Talent is one factor, but it is
not the only reason for a bright
outlook this season. Xavier also
boasts an excellent and very
positive ·coaching staff which
will have a lot to do with the
success of this year's team.
Returning to the Xavier staff
for his sixth season is head
coach Larry Redwine. He will
be joined by returning assistants
Bruce Gordon and Pierre Gendreau and newcomers Chris
Floyd and Mark Hopkins.
As Xavier baseball has improved. over the last. five years,
there has been one mainstay:
coach Redwine. During his
reign, XU has compiled a 138141-3 record and has won three
Midwestern Collegiate Conference (MCC) Northern Division
Championships. In 1987. ·the
team set the school record for .
wins in a season with 32.
Redwine ·first came to Xavier
in 1981 as an assistant to former coach Gordon Veterino. He
took over the head coaching
duties in 1983 for the last 10
games of. the season and went
9-1. He has been the head
coach ever since. In his first
full season, 1984, he earned
MCC Coach ofthe Year honors
by leading tile Muskies tcitheir<
first MCC Northern Division title. Xavier repeated as Northern

has led his Midland team to the
World Series three times. His
1988 Cardinals captured the national title.

Another impressive accomplishment of Redwine's is the
high number of former players,
either Midland or Xavier, that
have been drafted by profes"
sional teams. He has had fourteen former players drafted, including the top ·picks in the two
previous drafts of· players that
were comirig out of high
sC:hool ~ Those two both played
for Midland under coach Redwine. Redwine and his wife
Nona have one son, Adam,
who is attending Ohio University· on. a .baseball scholarship
after an impressive career at
Mason High School.
The second member of Xavier's coaching staff.is _Br1,1_ce . ,·
Gordon. Whereas Redwine
be handling the offensive and
defensive. aspects of baserun-

will
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Hayden Field: the baseball battlefield
· all painted blue, help to con-

by David Stubenrauch

·vince the opposing tearri this is
Sports editor
not their home. Add to that the
Can you smell, the hot dogs? ·view of Hinkle .Hall looking'
Can you hear the sound offans . over the. whole field and one
cheering? Can you see the blue
can 5ee why people call this
sky,· the ·white base. paths and
place· Xavier's. The overall atthe blue and white~uniformed
mosphere is just incredible.
players? If you>
the(l you
As.far as how it plays, b1:can only be in one place; a ball cause of:where the field was
park. Specifically, ·ail\these sen- · placed/the field picked up some
interesting characteristics. In
sual experiences can be found
at Hayden Field,; lio[ne of the
comparison ~ith other parks, it
Xavier Musketeer. baseball team. ·is shallow .down·· the lines and
As ball parks go;·~a~h:one }las
deep ill center..~ThisJs due to
its own .distinctive character. <· Vicfory. Parkway and the
Hayden is;#,~::~~p~i~n> .· .\ -: O'Connor Sports Center. The
Upon entering )the :stands, ·tile dimensions; are as 'follows: 315
first. thmg:thaf cat~'your ·eye; ft .. in Ieft,/37oft. itl:Jeft:<enter,
is the blue:';The.standS/)he . ,,, 400:ft. in center, .. 3~ ft,: in
dugouts arid the: outfield: wall;
iight~eriter, and 320. ft; . in

can,,
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right. Coach Larry Redwine
commented. on· how recruiting, is
affected by the field. If the ·
team has the option ofa player
that hits them to center and a
player that can pull the ball, .
"we will go with the kid who
can pull the· ball/' said Red~ ·
wine,
The best feature of Hayden is
the right-field warning track.
About .seven feet .before the
wall, the level ground suddenly
goes uphill. ·A ·feature· that can
cause a lot of outfielders a lot
of pain.
. ·
·
Hayden Field·. has. free admission, so with 27 games scheduled at home this .season, · there
is no reason for_anyone to not
"go out to the. ball game:·

ning, as- well as working with
the pitching staff, Gordon will
be the hitting instructor and the
third base coach for the Muskies.
Gordon came to Xavier after
spending six years as an assistant at Loveland High School.
His experience with baseball
goes back much further as he
earned Most Valuable Player
honors at Northwestern University under Hall of Fame member Fred Lindstrom. He also
played and managed the San
Diego Marines while serving as
a commissioned officer in the
Corps. Gordon also served 25
years with the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI). He is
currently teaching in the criminal justice departments at both
Xavier and the University of
Cincinnati.
He and his wife Laurie have
three sons. Two of them have
also worn the blue-and-white of
XU. Bill graduated last season
after becoming a starting center
fielder for the Muskies while
Scott. is· a senior first baseman
for this year's squad.
The ·other returning assistant
is Pierre Gendreau. He is a former Musketeer player and will
work with team pitching and
defense. Gendreau came to
Xavier as an outfielder, but was
converted to pitcher during his
sophomore season. His career
record was 7-8 while registering
impressive wins over. The Ohio
State University, the University
of Dayton, Indiana State and
Cincinnati.
He currently resides in Cincinnati and is a substitute
teacher in his second season on
the coaching staff.
One of the new assistants at
Xavier is Chris Floyd. He is
another former Muskie who has
returned to coach. During his
career at XU, he was a threetime All-MCC selection as a
catCher. He also has the distinction of holding the record for

RBI's in a season. Another interesting bit of trivia about
Floyd is that he threw out Tim
Barker, the National Collegiate
Athletic Association's (NCAA)
all-time stolen base leader. Barker stole 112 bases in 116 attempts, getting caught only four
times, one of which was accredited to Floyd. After his career at Xavier, he played for ·
two seasons in the Toronto Blue
Jays organization.
Finyd is from Loveland and
lives in Norwood. He is married to former Xavier volleyball
player Shannon Nee. Although
this is his first season at Xavier,
it is not his first time coaching
with Redwine. He has helped
out with the summer teams
that the head coach is involved
with. This season, he will be
helping with the catchers.
The final assistant at Xavier
is Mark Hopkins. This is his
first season with the Musketeers, but he has also helped
coach the· Cardinals with· Redwine. Hopkins is a special instructor and deals with ·hitting
and· infield play. ··Redwine .views
him as an excellent hitting
coach and feels his enthusiasm
will be a· tremendous asset to
the team.
Aside from coaching at Xavier, Hopkins is an elementary
school teacher at Summit Elementary in the Forest Hills
School District.
The outlook for ·Xavier baseball is bright this season and
there appears to be niany reasons for this feeling. Coach
Redwine feels this is the most
positive and enthusiastic staff
he has ever had and feels the
enthusiasm has spilled over to
the whole team. So if this season becomes one of the most
successful in Xavier history,
much credit should go to the
players, but also remember the
excellent coaching staff behind·
the scenes has had a great deal
to do with it.
·

SESSION I

SESSION II

· June 19 - July 21
July 24 - August 25
Hundreds of courses each summer!
~Business
• Mathematics
• Computer Science • Natural Sciences
•Education
• Religious Studies
•English
• Social Sciences
• Humanities
... and others
To get our Schedule of Summer CIHn•,
mall coupon or cell (216) 397·4257

··John Carroll(Jnive.-sity
Director of Summer Session•• Unlvenlty Height•, Ohio 4~ 118
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HJBkfE HTNUIEB Brockhoff sees depth as hidden measurement
by David Stubenrauch
Sports editor

compiled by
David Stubenrauch
Sports editor

BASKETBALL
The Xavier men's basketball team is driving toward
the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference (MCC) Tournament with some muchneeded momentum. Last Saturday, the Muskies took on
to-be MCC member Marquette (they will begin play
next season) at the Gardens.
Right from the tip-off, things
did not look good. The Warriors jumped out to an early
10-3 lead, but Xavier didn't
sit back. They went on a 122 run and jumped out in
front for the remainder of
the game. At the half, Xavier was up by 14, 53-39, and
Marquette (12-12) never got
any closer than nine.
Tyrone Hill led all scorers
with 24 while Stan Kimbrough rolled in 23 of his
own. Derek Strong and
Colin. Parker added 16 and
15 points, respectively, while
Jamal Walker handed out 10
assists. Xavier went to 16-11
while holding on to their 5-5
MCC record.
As far as the rest of the
season, the two remaining
regular"'.'season games are
must-wins if the Muskies
hope to draw a good. seed in
the tournament. With Butler
on Thursday (8:05 p.m. at
the Gardens) and Dayton on
Saturday (1:05 p.m. at the
Gardens), the Musketeers
have their work cut out for
them. If Xavier loses to Dayton, Xavier will receive the
fourth seed in the tournament and more than likely
will play Loyola. If they beat
Dayton and Butler, coupled
with a win by Evansville
over St. Louis on Saturday,
Xavier will have the second
seed in the tournament. If
St. Louis wins, Xavier will
hold the third seed in the
tournament.
-.,.llB

Flory

Baldwin

Powell
Anglavar
Smith
Candelino
Leurck

Wllf
Grosse
Nethen
Krysiak

Teals

M FG FGA FT FTA R A PF

TP

2025003524
27 3
6 0
0 2 3 1
6
20 6 11 O O 4 o 4 12
25 3
6 0
0 2 2 3
9
31 5 12 4
5 3 4 4 14
13 1
3 2
3 3 2 3 4
21 0
2 3
4 3 2 3
3
31
33
4201
5
923032004
20 7
7 O
1 3 o 1 14
11 1
2 0
0 2 0 0
2
200 31 eO 12 20 29 1B 22 77

TNm Rebounds • 0
XAVIER
Kimbrough
Davenport
Parker

Strong
Hill

Stolly
Walker
Kennedy
Raeford
Butler
Minor
Koester

TOlll

M FG FGA FT FTA R A PF

TP

26 8 14 6
7 2 7 3 23
28 4
6 0
0 4 1 2 10
30 6 13 2
2 3 1 2 15
32 5
7 6 10 5 O 1 16
27 9 12 6
6 13 1 0 24
31
10
1001
2
26 2
5 3
3110 4
8
303000110
30
20
0202 0
302001010
12 1
2 0
0 2 2 1 2
71
10
0601
2
200 37 6ii 23 294123 1B 102

TNm Rabounds • 3

M.rquetto
39 38 - 77
X1n1ier
53 49 - 102
Attondlnce - 5214
3 Point gmls: Xavier 5· 14 !Kimbrough I·3, Davenport
2·2, Parker 1·5, Walker 1·1, Kennedy 0·1, Raeford
0-2), Marquette 3· 7 IAnglavar 3·5, Candelino 0'.2).

TIME IS

RUNNING
OUT ••.•
IS YOUR RESUME READY?

THE UNFAIR ADVANTAGE
Resume Designers
934.3357

Coach Jim Brockhoff and the
1989 version of the Xavier
men's tennis team are ready for
what could be the best season
this squad has ever seen. The
Muskie "court-masters," after
coming off last season's successful 13-8 record, have already
shown signs of reeking havoc
on the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference (MCC) and all
other opponents that look to
conquer the Musketeers.
Brockhoff gave an analogy of
this year's team saying, "In the
last 27 years . . . this has to be
one of the top three teams." He
went on to say that they could
be the best team ever because
this team can do so much
more. The schedule this year
includes -37 matches - that is
16 more matches than last season.
The team this year will be
led by the senior co-captains
John Zem of Ft. Wayne, Ind.,
and Tim Schlichte of Connersville, Ind. These two native
Hoosiers will play number-one
and number-four singles ,respectively. Brockhoff noted that this
duo will provide "super senior
leadership:'
On the other end of the
spectrum, the team recruited

two strong freshmen. John Kronenberger from Cincinnati's St.
Xavier High School will be
playing number-two singles
while joining up with Zern to
play number-one doubles. Kronenberger's accolades include
The Cincinnati Enquirer First
Team All-City and The Cincinnati Post First Team All-City.
The other newcomer is Paul
Stockhausen, number six in singles, from Marquette, Wi.
The rest of the roster includes: juniors Tom Brozovich
of Waterford, MI, and Mark
Berry of Cincinnati St. Xavier;
and sophomores Brian Clark of
Cincinnati Moeller, James
Granger of Cincinnati Indian
Hill and Joe Sheehan of Fairfield, CT. Berry will be playing
number-three singles and team
up with Schlichte for numbertwo doubles while Brozovich
rounds out the singles squad at
number-five. Clark and
Granger make up the numberthree doubles team. Coach
Brockhoff noted that with all
the strong talent on the team,
"Anyone on the team could
play singles or doubles on any
given day:'
As is tradition with Brock~
hoff teams, there are three
goals that the Muskies hope to
accomplish. First, the team will
be shooting for 20 wins this

. ~incinnatj's owq .
·WARSAWFALCONS·t.
will be broadcast on
WVXU's NIGHTWAVES'
first and only edition of
"Pre-recorded from Studio C"
THURSDAY, MARCH 9
at midnight
Catch them live
SATURDAY, MARCH 11
at Dollar Bill's Saloon
in Corryville
j

s~ason.

The current record for
most wins in a season is 14.
Weather permitting, this should
be an easy task. Second, they
hope .to beat the th[ee area
schools, the University of Cincinnati, St. Thomas More College and Northern Kentucky
University. Finally, the Muskies
hope to improve their standing
in the MCC. Last season, they
finished third behind Butler and
Evansville. This season, the
University of Notre Dame has
joined providing a tougher task
for the Musketeers.

This team has already played
one match together. Last fall,
they competed in the Thomas
More Invitational where they
finished second, a half point
behind the Cardinals of Louisville. They managed to beat
UC, Thomas More, the University of Dayton and Denison
College.
The key to this team is
depth. As long as each player
stays on top of their game, an
MCC championship could be
served to them sometime in the
the near future.

1989 XAVIER MEN'S TENNIS SCHEDULE
Dale.,
Opponenl
Thur.,
Mar. 16
Dayton
Citadel
Sun.,
Mar. 19
Mon.,
Emory & Henry
Mar. 20
South Carolina State
Tues.,
Mar. 21
llciwling Green
Wed.,
Mar. 22
Thur.,
Fairmount Stale
Mar. 23
Thur.,
St. Johns
Mar. 23
Slippery Rock
Fri.,
Mar. 24
Sal.,
Boca Ralon
Mar. 25
Wed.,
Sinclair
Mar. 29
Thur.,
Transylvania
Mar. 30
Fri.,
Kenyon
Mar. 31
Cleveland State
Sat.,
Apr. 1
Malone College
Sat.,
Apr. 1
Mon.,
Butler
Apr. 3
Wright State
Wed.,
Apr. 5
Transylvania
Thur.,
Apr. 6
Evansville, Detroit, & St. Louis·
Fri. & Sat., Apr. 7-8
Sun.,
Dayton
Apr. 9
Mon.,
Northern Kentucky
Apr. 10
Sat. &
MCC Tournament at St, Louis
Apr. 15-16
Sun.,
Wright State
Thur.,
Apr. 20
Apr. 22-23 Chicago
Sat. &
Sun.,
M..m.,
Apr. 24
Northern Kentucky
Sinclair
Wed.,
Apr. 26
Thur.,
Apr. 27
University of Cincinnati
Sat.,
Apr. 29
Centre College
TBA - To Be Announced
H.H.l. - Hilton Head Island Spring Break Trip
All HOME games will be played at the Xavier tennis courts
Parking Lot.

TBA

Away
Away

TBA

Away
Away
HOME
HOME

3:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
TBA

CANCUN

READY FOR YOU IN '89!
A Complete Vacation Week Starts At

Only

$419!
ACAPULCO & NASSAU Vacations too!
Call John Bevis tor more into at

(513) 281-2366
MONACO INTERNATIONAL.TRAVEL
Celebrating Sprin~ Break A1f6rdably! ·

3 p.m.

rn

a.m.

noon

8 p.m.
8 p.m.
noon

8 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
9 a.m.
1 a.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

TBA
I p.m.
3:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m.

located east of the North

COME ONE,
COME ALL-

*FRI., MARCH 3
4-7PM
DOWN UNDER

We survived Spring Break '88
''Hunicane Gilbert'' was just
another Party Animal.

Time

Site
Awa}'
Away
H.H.I.
H.H.I.
H.H.I.
H.l-1.1.
H.H.1.
H.H.I.
H.H.I.
HOME
Away
TBA
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
TBA
HOME
HOME
Away

Reveal your friends' most embarrassing
moment and win a prize!

SENIORS!
COUNTDOWN

75DAYS
UNTIL GRADUATION
• D.J.! • FOOD SPECIALS
• FREE GIVEAWAYS!
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O'Connor captains golf team through rough waters
by Mike Erb
staff reporter

to.

As the weather starts
warm, the men's golf team will
be tracking the fairways and
reading the greens for the 1989
spring season. The Muskies first
tee it up at the Ball State lnvitational on April 3. The following week, they will enter the
Indianapolis Intercollegiate
Tournament. The most cha!lenging matched tournament of
the year will be the Michigan
State Invitational. Taking place
the weekend of April 21, 22
and 23, the tournament will inelude some colleges from the
Big 10 including the University
of Michigan and The Ohio
State University.
"A win," said coach Doug
Steiner, "that's our primary
goal, to get a win for this season." Steiner was named an
All-Ohio Athletic Conference
(OAC) for four straight years
while golfing at Capital. He has
set up a winter program for the
team. "As long as we utilize
our practice facilities before the
season," added Steiner, "we
have a shot." The team has
been keeping in shape this winter with the Nautilus equipment
at the O'Connor Sports Center.
To keep their swing in tempo,
every Thursday night, the team
braves the cold Cincinnati
weather-at a Sharonville driving
range.
Leading the foursome for
Xavier is senior captain Pat
O'Connor. With an average of
80.4 strokes per round in the
fall, O'Connor's main goal is to
finish a tournament in first
place. "I went in as a freshmen
with a first-place finish in the
John Kelly Invitational-the last
Xavier Invitational held," explained O'Connor. "It would be
nice to finish out (college) the
same way.'' His best finish in
the fall was at the Midwestern

Collegiate Conference (MCC)
Tournament at the Fort Benjamin Harrison· Golf Course in .
Indianapolis. O'Connor posted
Xavier's best score of 250 after
three rounds, including a firstround lead low of 78. This
helped him to place 12 out of
45 competitors. Since the end
of last season, O'Connor has
been working out to stay in
shape. "It's important to keep
your lower back strong;' said
O'Connor. 'The golf swing puts
more stress on the lower back
muscles than any sport." When
asked if he needed to improve, a
part· of his game; ·O'Connor
said his short-iron game needs
work. 'This will allow me more
birdie opportunities," explained
O'Connor.
Junior Chris Pieper has been
working on his game as well.
"I go to the range as often as I
can," said Pieper, "and I play
whenever there is a break in
the weather." There is more
than just golf on the minds of
these players. "With such a demanding tournament schedule
this spring, it's really important
to keep up your grades," explained Pieper. In the MCC last
October, Pieper finished in 14th
place. After a three-day round,
he handed in his score card
with a final score of 255. 'Tm
~eally looking forward to the
spring season," said Pieper. "I
·-have the -itch to get out there."
Lloyd Faulkner has taken advantage of the warmer weather
by getting out to practice at
every opportunity. While preparing for the MCC Tournament last fall, this junior broke
a club shaft while striking the
ball. The accident required several stiches in his right index
finger. He says that his hand is
completely healed. When asked
what he will be concentrating
on this spring, Faulkner noted,
"I plan on being more consistent in my round, trying to re~

·

RIVERBEND MUSIC CENTER
WE ARE NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1989
SUMMER CONCERT SEASON
POSITIONS INCLUDE:
PHONE OPERATORS, (IMMEDIATE OPENINGS),
USHERS, SECURITY, MAINTENANCE.
MORNING, AFTERNOON AND EVENING SCHEDULES
Visit your placement office for an application or
send a self-addressed stamped envelope to:
RIVERBEND MUSIC CENTER
POBOX30E
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45230

cover from a disaster hole and
not letting it get to me.'' Another area Faulkner will be
working on is handling pressure, essential during tournament play.
Spring Break is right around
the corner and some of the
team members will take advantage of it. The Xavier team will
be heading south to West Palm
Beach, Florida. Along with
O'Connor and Faulkner, freshmen John Crisp and Kevin
Lucca will be making the trip.
Rounding out the team are
sophomores Tim DeLeGrange
and John Strong; freshmen
Charlie Sheridan and Tom
Smith. Coach Steiner is opti-

mistic about his teams' chances
this spring. One thing is for
certain: in the final round of
tournament play, the Xavier

Musketeers will be focused on
being on top of the leader
board as they walk off the
green at 18.

1989 XAVIER MEN'S GOLF SCHEDULE

Date.,

Invitational

Mon.,

Apr. 3

Ball State Invitational

Sun. &
Mon.,

Apr. 9-10

Indianapolis Intercollegiate

Fri.,

Apr. 14

University of Kentucky
Invitational

Mon.,

Apr. 17

Xavier Invitational

Sat., Sun. &
Mon.,

Apr. 21-23 Michigan State Invitational

Mike! Pfiester photo

The Musketeer golf team, from left to right, (kneeling): captain Pat O'Connor, Tom Smitl1, John Strong,
Chris Pieper; (standing): Tim DeLaGrange, Charlie Sheridan, Lloyd Faulkner, John Crispand, and coach
Doug Steiner. Kevin Lucca absent from photo.

MCC Tournament Information
The final MCC rankings, which determine the pairings for the tournament, will
be ready on Saturday night, March 4, at the conclusion of all league play. With
the following times and pairings, Musketeer game times can be calculated:
THURSDAY, MARCH 9
Men's First Round Game #1 - 4:30 p.m. (Seeds 3 vs 6)
Men's First Round Game #2 - 7:05 p.m. (Seeds 2 vs 7)
Men's First Round Game #3 - 9:35 p.m. (Seeds 4 vs 5)
First Place Team Does Not Play in First Round
FRIDAY, MARCH 10
Men's Semi-Final Game #1 - 7:05 p.m. (3/6 seeds vs 2/7 winner)
Men's Semi-Final Game #2 - 9:35 p.m. (Seed 1 vs 4/5 winner)
SATURDAY, MARCH 11
Men's Championship Game - 8:05 p.m.

.3

Student Tickets can be purchased for on the day of the game at the U.D. Arena
at the Xavier Ticket Window. Students must show current Xavier ID to qualify
for the reduced student ticket rate. Tickets will .be valid for the entire game
session.
Student buses will leave from the University Center, Ledgewood Avenue, two
hours prior to game time and will return immediately following the Xavier games.
Students interested in staying for the entire session should therefore plan their
own transportation. Buses for tournament games are free.

CALENDAR

All announcememts must be
'sent to The Xavier Newswire
office in Brockman Hall by Friday at noon. Announcements
will appear on a first come,
first serve basis. Please direct
all mail to Anita Klausing, editor, Calendar I Special Projects.
Also include name and phone
·number.

March
The Student Government
Association (SGA) will
host a Club President's
meeting at 6:30 p.m. in Kelley
Auditorium. The Student Government· Club Committee will
discuss officer elections and the
Student ·Government Budget
Committee will discuss budget
allocations for 1989-90. For
more information, please con~
tact Sam Lind or Ken Hartlage
at 745-3211.

1

There will be a Talent-NoTalent Contest with Carl
Rosen as the emcee,
DownUnder, 9:30. p.m.-U:30
a.m. No admission charge, all
are welcome to come.

1

The Playboy Advisor,
James Peterson will lecture
at 3 p.m. in the University
Center Theatre;. Admission is $1
with XUID; $2 without. ·

1

.
1

There will be an Amnesty
International meeting today
at 2 p.m. at the Dorothy
Day House. The meeting also
includes a video on 'The Campaign Against the Death Penalty." All are welcome to attend.

3

SAC is sponsoring a
S.E.X. Week party featuring 'The Remains," 9
p.m.-1 a.m., in the Main Dining Hall. Admission is $1 with
XUID; $2 without.

3

The Xavier University Big
Band will host their annual dance "When Swing
was King" in the Main Dining
Hall this evening, 9 p.m.-1
a.m. Admission is $5 per person in advance; $6 at the door.
Come and listen to music .reminiscent of the 1940s.

4

The men's basketball team
faces the University of
Dayton today at the Cincinnati Gardens. The game
starts at 1:05 p.m .. Come and
suppport our Muskies!

The Jesuit Catholic Committee will meet at 4:30
p.m. at the Dorothy Day
House. All are invited to attend.

2

Anyone interested in living
on the Christian Community Wing next year is invited to attend an Open House
on the ground floor of Kuhlman Hall, 9-11 p.m. For more
information, please contact Fred
Zagone, S.J., at 745-3567.

2

The men's basketball team
meets Butler University tonight at 8:05. The game is
at the Cincinnati Gardens,
come and support the Muskies.

Volunteers needed!

Men Only Group
now available

The Greater Cincinnati
March of Dimes is looking for
volunteers to help distribute
brochures to local businesses for
its annual WalkAmerica. If you
are interested, call Gail Ferron
at the March of Dimes, 821~

Women Helping Women will
hold weekly support group sessions for men concerned about
a loved one who has been a
victim of incest or sexual assault. For more information or
to register, please call 381-5610.

0006.

Workshop available.

Archives
volunteers needed!

The College of Business Administration is offering a

The United Way & Community Chest need volunteers to

Open House slated to
inform XU students
The Cerebral Palsy Services
Center is offering an Open
House for any Xavier student
interested in information about
the center, or information about
volunteering. Students will be
able to meet individuals who
participate in the program, tour
the facility, and hear from other
volunteers about their experience at the center. The Open
House is 1:30-2:30 p.m. at the
Cerebral Palsy Services Center,
3601 Victory Parkway. For
more information, please contact Barbara Milon, director,
Adult Division, at 221-4606.

DEADLINE EXTENDED:
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
seeks editors for 1989-90

Rev. Ben Urmston, S.J.,
will give Lenten· talks. to. day in the Faculty Dining
Room, 10-11 a:m. All are invited to attend. ·

ALL POSITIONS ARE PAID. Newswriting and/or journalistic experience preferred, but
not absolutely e~sential.

4

5

I

There will be a Recycling
Committee meeting today
at 1:30 p.m. at Dorothy
Day House.

2

Miscellaneous

help with the collection of
memorabilia of the United Way
since its origin in 1911. For
more information, please contact Paul D'Souza at 762-7202.

Applications are now being accepted for the following positions on THE XAVIER
NEWSWIRE for the 1989-90 academic year:
• Photography editors (2)
• Managing ·editor
• Assignment editor
• News editors (2)
• Perspectives (commentary) editor
• Business manager
• Diversions (entertainment) editor
• Advertising manager
• Sports editors (2)

The Student Activities
Council (SAC) is sponsoring the lecture ''When Sex
Becomes a Crime, Date/ Acquaintance Rape." The lecture
will be presented by Chief of
Security Mike Couch at 3 p.m.
in the Terrace Room.
SAC is sponsoring a Creative Dating workshop with
Dave Coleman at 7 p.m.
in the Terrace Room. All are
invited to attend.
'

8

GMAT Preparation Workshop
for anyone who is interested.
The workshops are March 4
and 11 at 8:30 a.m. The cost
of attending either workshop is
$30; cost of attending both is
$45. For more information,
please contact the College of
Business Administration at 7453525.

The SAC Classic Movie
Series presents "Rear Window" tonight. The movie
is at 7:30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium and admission is $1.

5

2

Today is International
Women's Day and there
will be a celebration at
6:30 p.m. on the Mall sponsored by Everywomon.

4

Peace and Justice will
sponsor the panel discussion ''Alternatives to the
Playboy Philosophy:' The discussion will feature Dr. Christine Gudorf, Dr. Tom Hayes,
Mike O'Donnell and Linda
Newhouse-Young at 5 p.m. in
the Hearth Room.

2
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The Classic Piano Series
presents Leslie Howard today at 2:30 p.m. in the
University Center Theatre.
Everyone is invited to come
and listen to "a stunning musician ... with a delicacy of
touch:'

6
6

The English Club and Everywomon will present the
lecture "Feminist Literary
Scholarship at Xavier" at 7:30
p.m. in the Terrace Room. For
more information, please contact Dr. Fontana at 745-2047 or
751-1882.
The Pre-Law Society and
the Biology Club present
the lecture "The Problems
and Precautions involved with
Medical Malpractice and its Legal Implications:' The lecture
features John Holschuh, Anne
Combs and Dr. Stephen Payne
at 7 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium.
For more information, please
contact Bob Flick at 745-2835.

7

The English Club is presenting "Art & Politics," a
lecture and slide presentation. The presentation featuring
Nancy Bless from The Ohio
Arts Council will be at 7:30
p.m. in the Terrace Room. For
more information, please contact Dr. Fontana at 745-2047
and 751-1882;

8

Application f9rms ·.and guidelines are available at THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE office in
the basement of Brockman Hall or contact Brian Sullivan at the NEWSWIRE office,

745-3561.
The deadline for applications is WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8. Applications should be
submitted to THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE office.
-.Candidates for the positions will be contacted regarding the date, time and location
of their interviews.

Join THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE and experience
THE "WRITE" STUFF!

Join the Muskies on the Road
to the NCAA 1burnainent

Xavier University's Alumni Association
cordially invites Alumni, Parents; Students and Friends
to attend our annual
Midwestern Collegiate Conterence Tournament receptions
in Dayton, Ohio

Thursday, March 9 and Friday, March 10, 1989
Holiday Inn - Dayton Mall
7999 Prestige Plaza Drive
Miamisburg, OH
Cash Bar and Snacks

Saturday, March '11, 1989
Mandalay Banquet Center
2700 East River Rd.
Dayton, OH
Cash Bar and Snacks

Receptions begin immediately following ~e
Xavier .GQJne · . . ·

Cheer .the Muskies to their 4th consecutive NCAA
appearance then join us for. a. post gcune get~tOQetherl

